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REPORT ON WORK BY PROFESSOR N.M. BLEEHEN AND CX)LLEAGUES ON IAEA COORDINATED

PROGRAM FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF CANCER USING MODIFIERS OF RADIOSENSITIVITY OF

CELLS

CLINICAL

Work has continued on the clinical application of misonidazole (MISO) as

a hypoxic cell radiosensitizer. Pharmacokinetic studies with MISO have shown

tumour/plasma (t/p) ratios in several superficial tumours in general agreement with

those described by others (1, 2, 3). We have also studied the time course of t/p

in 23 patients with brain tumours. Very variable t/p concentrations have been

seen (3). Optimum t/p are obtained at 3-4h.

In a trial of MtSO in the radiation treatment of grade 3 and 4 supra-tentorial

gliomas, a total of 55 patients were randomized to one of three treatment groups

(1). All patients are now dead with no significant survival differences between

the groups (2, 4). Since 1979 we have entered patients into the multicentre

MRC glioma study coordinated from Cambridge.

A low mean plasma MISO half-life (tj) in glioma patients (3) was thought

to be due to induction of hepatic microsomal drug metabolising enzymes by anti-

convulsants phenobarbitone and phenytoin and was subsequently tested in a clinical

study. Phenytoin (lOOmg t.d.s.) for 14d reduced the plasma tj (±S.E.) in 6 patients

from 11.5 ± 3.7h before induction to 7.5 ± 1.5h after induction. Phenobarbitone

(30rag t.d.s.) produced similar changes but was less well tolerated by the patients.

We are now conducting a detailed study to see if neurotoxicity may be reduced by

phenytoin induction. Results so far do not appear promising in the two series of

patients with different dose schedules.

Acurate estimation of plasma t| required 5-6blood samples over 24h. We

have demonstrated that salivary concentrations provide reliable estimates of the

plasma concentrations of MISO and may obviate the need for repeated venesection (2).



Work with desmethylmisonidazole has been limited by clinical supplies. We

have mainly studied its penetration into the CNS, as its low lipophilicity would

predict poorer access than MISO. In samples from 8 patients with brain tumours

we have seen low levels in CSF, but t/p ratios comparable with those seen with

MISO in tumour and normal brain.

LABORATORY

Laboratory work on the program has largely been concerned with the interaction

of hyperthermia with drugs. We have also been reinvestigating the cell cycle

dependence of heat response in synchrorised cells with Mr. J. Dobrucki (on an IAEA

fellowship).

Interaction with MISO

We have carried out detailed studies on the hyperthermia induced cytotoxicity

of MISO using both in vitro and in vivo endpoints (5, 6, 7).

Artefacts introduced by non-uniform heating through tumours by the water bath

immersion technique and the effects of the implanted thermocouples were apparent.

Results demonstrated that the in vivo effect reported previously by us and others,

on the basis of an in vitro assay, was an overestimate (6). No increase in skin

reaction was seen during the combined therapy (5). Pharmacokinetic studies

showed no major differences in plasma MISO kinetics, due either to anaesthesia,

local limb hyperthermia or tumour presence. Tumour concentrations were size and

site dependent and both MISO and its desmethyl metabolite were reduced in heated

tumours (7).

Following hypoxic pretreatment with MISO of EMT6 spheroids there was marked

enhancement of subsequent heat killing (8, 9), which wa,v dependent on the duration

of the hypoxic pretreatment. Recovery from MISO induced heat sensitization occurred

if spheroids were held in fresh oxic medium at 37°C, but not at 0°C. With large

spheroids (600-800um) there was increased cell kill which we have shown to be due

to an unexpected effect of holding the pretreated cells at O C without any

additional hyperthermia (9). Oxic MISO pretreatment, resulting in similar levels

of MISO cytotoxicity as before, gave no increase in heat sensitivity.
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Interaction with cytotoxlc drugs - in vitro

We have investigated the effect of preheat temperature at modest temperatures

(39-430C for l-3h) on the subsequent hyperthermic (43-44°C x Ih) interaction with

bleomycin, adriamycin and BCNU (10). Thermal tolerance to subsequent hyperthemia

was induced with increased tolerance to bleomycin and BCNU also seen following

preheating. The effects with adriamycin contrasted, with elimination of heat

induced thermal tolerance at high adriamycin doses and preheat temperatures below

42.50C. However, at a higher temperature (43°C x Ih) tolerance to the drug was

seen. Limited in vivo work failed to demonstrate either thermal tolerance or

heat induced bleomycin tolerance (11).

Because of potential heat artefacts when using in vivo tumours and trypsination

effects with roonolayers, we have recently used the EMT6 tumour spheroid (11, 12,

13). Responses to adriamycin and bleomycin with hyperthermia (Ih x 43 C) either

alone or following preheat (up to 6h x 40°C) were similar to those seen in

monolayers, whether assayed by in vitro clonogenic or growth delay assay in contrast

to the in vivo response (11).

Using improved methods for the detection of intracellular adriamycin

discussed elsewhere, we have confirmed an increased uptake of adriamycin following

heat, at relevant drug concentrations which also correlated with the degree of cell

kill. However, drug uptake is not reduced in thermotolerant cells.

Tumour and normal tissue in vivo

In limited studies on EMT6 spheroids in vivo we have noted the lack of a

significant heat interaction with bleomycin in contrast with the in vitro effects

(12), whilst there was a very significant interaction with BCNU in vivo in the sane

tumour and also with CTX. We have recommenced studies using a different tumour

(RIF-I) which permits regrowth studies as well as clonogenic assay. It is sensitive

to CTX which is markedly potentiated by heat but it is only minimally sensitive to

BCNU with little heat enhancement. The interaction between several cytotoxic drugs

and two potentially critical normal tissues, akin and bone «arrow, have been studied

l
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in the mouse (12, 14). No increase in the heat reaction in the skin of the mouse

foot was seen following single injections of adriamycin, bleomycin or 5 daily

doses of bleomyein together with a single heat treatment (12). However simultaneous

fractionated bleomyein and heat (3 fractions in 5 days) resulted in increased

reaction with a DMF of 1.39 (12). Single doses of BCNU and CTX increased the heat

reaction (DHt' of 1.35 and 1.6 respectively). The radioprotector WR2721 failed to

protect against either the heat or heat + drug reactions from CTX and BCNU.

Effects of drug-heat interaction on bone marrow were studied using spleen

colony assay (14). The in vitro heat response of femoral marrow stem cell* showed

a long linear response (from 40°-43°C). Toxicity to BCNU was markedly enhanced

at 42.5-43 C whilst that of bleomycin was unchanged when compared with 37°C responses.

In vivo whole body heating was maintained at 41°C ± 0.2°C for up to 50 «in

with no effect on marrow stem cell survival. Both CTX and BCNU showed considerable

hyperthennic enhancement even with this relatively low heat exposure. This was

also manifest in changes in the peripheral blood count. Tumour response under

identical conditions showed no therapeutic gain for single doses of either drug, and

therapeutic loss at some doses (14).

N. M. Bleehen November, 1981.
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N.M. Blechen (Coirtract No. 1777/R3/CP)

Title: "Clinical Laboratory Assessment of a Combination

of Drugs with Radiation and other Treatment Modalities"

Suamary

Clinical work has continued on the application of misonidazole

(MISO) as a hypoxic cell radiosensitizer with pharmac'okinetic studies.

In a trial of MISO in the radiation treatment of grade 3 and 4

supratentorial gliomas, a total of 55 patients were randomized to one

of three treatment groups. All patients are now dead with no significant

survival differences between the groups.

Work with desmethylmisonidazole has been limited by clinical supplies.

We have mainly studied its penetration into the CNS, as its low lipophilicity

would predict poorer access than MISO. In samples from 8 patients

with brain tumours we have seen low levels in CSF, but tumour/plasma

ratios comparable with those seen with MISO in tumour and normal brain.

We have been reinvestigating the cell cycle dependence of heat

response in synchronised cells with Mr. J. Dobrucki (on an IABA fellowship)

but laboratory work on the program has largely been concerned with the

interaction of hyperthermia with drugs. We have carried out detailed

studies on the hyperthermia induced cytotozicity of MISO using both in

vitro and in vivo endpoints. More recently we have investigated the heat

response following hypoxic pretreatment with MISO of EMT6 spheroids which

showed marked enhancement of subsequent heat killing dependent on the

duration of the hypoxic pretreatment.

We have investigated in vitro the effect of preheat temperature

at modest temperatures (39-43°C for l-3h) on thermal tolerance and the

subsequent hyper-thermic (43-44°C x IH) interaction with bleomycin,

adriamycin and BCNlT. Limited in vivo work failed to demonstrate either

thermal tolerance or heat induced bleomycin tolerance. As a result we

have also used the EMT6 tumour spheroid. Responses to adxiamycin and

bleomycin with hyperthermia either alone or following preheat were similar

to those seen in monolayers.
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The interaction between several cytotoadc drags and two potentially
critical normal tissues, skin and "bone marrow, have teen studied in the
mouse. No increase in the heat reaction in the skin of the mouse foot
was seen following single injections of adriamycin, bleomycin or 5
daily doses of bleomycin together with a single heat treatment. Single
doses of BCIIU and CTX increased the heat reaction (UfF of 1.35 and 1.6
respectively). The radioprotector WR2721 failed to protect against
either the heat or heat * drug reactions from CTX and BCRD.

In vivo whole body heating was maintained at 410C - 0.2°C for up
to 50 min with no effect on marrow stem cell survival. Both CTX and
BCMU showed considerable byperthermic enhancement and tumour response
showed no therapeutic gain for single doses of either drug, and therapeutic
loss at some doses.


